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"To begin with there is no such thing as
'value,' except in the eyes of the beholder.
And one must understand where the beholder
is coming from."1—Bertram Lewis, "Do
Syndicators Overpay," The Appraisal Journal,
April 1985.

MANY CONTEND THAT REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS

(REITs) overpay on an individual asset basis. Whether this

is true can be significant for tax assessment purposes.

Previous commentary posited that intangible value existed

(or did not) in such sales as a general rule. The industry is

variegated. Some purchases are non-market due to factors

common to REITs, while others represent market value. A

fuller understanding of the factors that might lead to over-

payment, and an analysis of the sale at hand on a case-by-

case basis is needed. This article should assist in determin-

ing whether a REIT purchase price may have been influ-

enced by non-market factors.

INTRODUCTION: THE NEED FOR AN ANALYTICAL
TOOL

The real estate investment trust (REIT) is a dominant

player in today's real estate marketplace. Following expo-

nential growth over the course of the last decade, REIT-

owned properties and sometimes entire REIT portfolios

can now be found in every major central business district

(CBD). Most suburban markets and even many rural areas

are home to REIT-owned shopping centers, apartments,

industrial/warehouse properties, offices, and golf courses,

among many other property types.

REIT investing increased from a market capitalization in

1991 of $8.78 billion held by 86 Equity REITs to $151.2

billion held by 149 Equity REITs in 2002. 2 Sales of proper-

ties and entire private real estate portfolios to real estate

investment trusts soared through the mid- to late-1990s.

Today, despite a slowing of sales activity among REITs and

a general change in the motivations related to raising capi-

tal through public offerings, REITs remain a powerful

force in today's national real estate market.

The flurry of REIT activity over the last 10 years leaves a

trail of purchase prices that may or may not be significant

in the appraisal process for property tax valuation. These

purchase prices, like any others, are of primary interest to

assessors, many of whom presume them to be a fair reflec-

tion of ordinary market value. There has been extensive

research on REITs generally over the last 15 years.3 Much

of this research focused on issues of concern primarily to

the investing public and REIT performance from a share-

holder's point of view. Yet there remains only limited

treatment of REITs at the asset level, which is the predom-

inant concern of ad valorem professionals.

In most cases, a recent arm's length sale of real property

provides high-quality evidence of value. Yet, many

appraisers, investment analysts, and REIT property tax

managers (and even some assessors) contend that REIT

purchase prices are not indicators of market value because

the prices REITs pay for property include value for items

that are not "realty." In our experience, this contention is

sometimes true, but not in every case.
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Because of their ability to extract more value from a given

parcel of real estate than conventional bidders while still

obtaining the same or a better return on investment, the

REIT will often be able to pay more and will pay more to

get the property—or the portfolio—it wants. As Hardin

and Wolverton observed in the context of apartment

REITs,4 just as data supported the notion that properties

obtained via foreclosure sold at a discount to market

value, so too can it be hypothesized that REITs have in

many cases either chosen, or been "forced into acquisition

strategies that made over payment for individual proper-

ties more probable." It is also often true that a REIT may

be buying much more than just the real estate, although

this is often not reflected in portfolio purchases in which a

total purchase price is allocated among many individual

properties.

In the end, just as most individual properties have their

own unique characteristics, so do the transactions involv-

ing them. As a result, some generalizations may be made

but each sale requires careful analysis to determine

whether, in fact, the price paid is above market value for

ad valorem taxation. The purpose of this article is to pro-

vide a practical guide to several of the areas that would

require examination in order to determine whether the

price paid includes so-called intangible value.

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN MARKET VALUE AND
INVESTMENT VALUE

Because a REIT's corporate objectives are not usually the

same as those of ordinary real estate investors, we begin by

considering the difference between investment and market

value. Investment value has been defined as "the value of

an investment to a particular investor, based on his or her

investment requirements, as distinguished from market

value, which is impersonal and detached."5 The invest-

ment value of an asset is the amount a specific investor

might pay for the asset, as opposed to the amount the

unidentified, hypothetical market purchaser might pay. In

determining investment value one must consider the

unique motivations, opportunities, investment criteria,

conditions of sale, risk tolerance, cost of capital, and other

investment variables of an identifiable purchaser.

In determining market value, on the other hand, each

such variable would be detached from specific investor

identification, and would instead be determined by the

general characteristics of the market as a whole, the char-

acteristics of the reasonable, prudent investor.

In every purchase there is investment value, because it is

equal to the amount the successful purchaser believed the

asset was worth. In many cases, this amount is also rea-

sonably within the range of, or coincides with, the market

value of the asset. One may find, for example, that two-

thirds of all office

buildings within a

given market are

sold within a price

range of just 20 per-

cent of each other.

With the accumula-

tion of many pur-

chases by "typical"

investors of fairly

similar assets, pur-

chasing patterns

begin to take shape

(particularly in an

active market) and

values will fall within

a normally distributed bell curve. Multiplied over many

transactions, the investment value of a particular asset to

one ordinary investor begins to also influence the invest-

ment value of a similar asset to another ordinary investor

by shaping investment expectations. Then there are the

outliers. The foreclosure sales, the bankruptcies, the sales

between relatives, the business enterprise sales, the portfo-

lio purchases. These all have an associated investment

value, but each is, almost by definition, not necessarily

market value.

For assessment purposes in most jurisdictions, property is

to be assessed at market value and not investment value

where investment value is different from market value. In

most jurisdictions, a recent arm's length sale is legally con-

sidered strong evidence, and the sale is therefore consid-

ered indicative of market value. The key, then, is deter-

mining when a particular sale is not equal to market

value.

In dealing with a sale of property to a REIT, the first order

of business is to compare the purchase price with current

local sales data. If the local market price range for office

properties is predominantly between $160 and $200 per

square foot and the subject sale is at $180 per square foot

Because of their ability to

extract more value from a

given parcel of real estate

than conventional bidders

while still obtaining the same

or a better return on invest-

ment, the REIT will often be

able to pay more and will pay

more to get the property
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the investment value for the subject is fairly equivalent to

the market value and a more probing analysis of the sale is

not likely to reveal otherwise. In contrast, if the purchase

is at $300 per square foot, the analyst would be irresponsi-

ble in summarily concluding this to be the market value of

the subject property. Though it may well turn out to be

market value (for a variety of reasons one might imagine),

closer analysis is still required.

Frequently, such pricing anomalies occur in sales to REITs.

This article is

intended to pro-

vide a (non-

exhaustive)

overview of the

specific factors

one might consid-

er in determining

whether a seem-

ingly above-mar-

ket price was pro-

duced by invest-

ment variables

unique to the

REIT investor and

unavailable to the

ordinary market

participant.

Significant in this

analysis is the

identification of

the characteristics

of the investors in the local market. To an extent, a large

CBD may not only have a great number of REIT partici-

pants who enjoy similar investing advantages, it will likely

have other institutional market participants such as pen-

sion funds and insurance companies that mimic many of

the REIT advantages such as a lower cost of capital and

reduced risk through diversification of assets and tenan-

cies. A suburban or rural market may see greater contrast

among the players and their respective abilities to pay a

premium. Here too, one must be cautious in making dis-

tinctions, for with larger CBD properties, a seemingly

minor difference between the profiles of two institutional

purchasers may be greatly magnified, such as through

cost-savings based on one company's ability to self-man-

age its buildings.

THE REIT ACQUISITION MINDSET

The ad valorem standard that governs taxation of real

property requires the assessment professional to stand in

the shoes of the hypothetical purchaser, make the assump-

tions of that purchaser, seek the return on investment of

that purchaser, and assume the concerns of that purchaser

relative to risk. Presumably, then, one arrives at a value

that should roughly equate to the amount a typical market

participant would pay for the asset. To the extent that a

REIT purchaser may make different assumptions, antici-

pate a different return from a given set of rents, and antic-

ipate risk differently from other purchasers, a value may

be produced that is correspondingly different from what

an appraiser might consider the fair market value of the

asset.

Therefore, in addition to acknowledging the definitional

distinction between market value and investment value,

one must begin the analysis with an understanding of the

factors a REIT acquisition team would be concerned with

and contrast those factors with the approach taken by an

ordinary investor.

Like any investor, each REIT is somewhat different in its

approach to buying and operating real estate, so general-

izations about how REITs do business are limited.

Nevertheless, common threads run through a great many

REIT acquisition and holding strategies, particularly as a

result of their obligations to shareholders. This can be said

to characterize a common REIT approach, or mindset,

and that will often differentiate the amount a REIT will

offer for a given asset from those of other investors.

Non-REIT real estate investors tend to buy property pri-

marily in the hope of substantial asset appreciation over

the holding period, anticipating much of the return on

investment will accrue through the residual value of the

property at the time of disposition or refinancing. Cash

flow is primarily a concern to the extent that rents must

cover operating expenses, reserves, and debt service so that

there is no negative outlay of cash beyond the initial equi-

ty. A common example is the so-called "taxpayer" proper-

ty, in which the property owner accepts the prospect of

doing little better than breaking even (paying the taxes)

during the holding period, which is offset by the build-up

of wealth in the asset's appreciation over time.

In contrast, REITs prioritize cash flow and its growth

ahead of asset appreciation in their acquisition strategy. A

REITs prioritize cash flow

and its growth ahead of

asset appreciation in their

acquisition strategy. A

building with a strong cash

flow projection will ulti-

mately be more desirable to

shareholders in the compa-

ny than a building that

may operate on a razor-

thin margin but hold out

the possibility of significant

appreciation in 15 years
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building with a strong cash flow projection will ultimately

be more desirable to shareholders in the company than a

building that may operate on a razor-thin margin but

hold out the possibility of significant appreciation in 15

years. Like virtually all public companies, a REIT's share-

holders have little interest in the disposition value of the

corporation's assets and are mainly focused on an assur-

ance of positive and growing cash flow over a long period

of time. In a REIT, the corporation's assets are its real

estate holdings, which are a vehicle for the generation of

income as opposed to the accumulation of personal

wealth through net asset value. The same is true, for

example, of the value of a railroad corporation, in which

it is the ability of

the railroad's

assets—trains, rail

lines, shipping con-

tracts, and work-

force—to generate

income, and not in

the physical assets

themselves. As in

any corporation,

REIT shareholders

would surely be

outraged if the cor-

poration in which

they held stock

decided one day

that the company

could generate more immediate and substantial cash by

simply disposing of its assets.

In his examination of the reduction of unsystematic risk

in lease portfolios through a so-called Monte Carlo

Simulation, Colacino6 suggested the concept of "baskets"

of commercial office leases being pooled and traded in a

secondary market. To a great extent, it can be said that the

REIT model does exactly this: the corporation is merely

the securitizing entity that gathers together a vast volume

of cash flows from its leases and sells securitized owner-

ship rights in those cash flows to those purchasing stock

in the company.

As a result of this cash flow-oriented approach to real

estate investing, REITs tend to have longer holding peri-

ods for their assets than non-REIT real estate investors. To

dispose of assets that generate a reliable source of cash

flow, even at an opportune time for sale, is often contrary

to the corporate strategy of a REIT. As in most industries,

the liquidation of a major revenue-generating asset is con-

sidered an "extraordinary" event under generally accepted

accounting principles (GAAP) that could materially dis-

tort the depiction of a company's performance for fore-

casting purposes.

This approach is also aided by the REIT's lack of "below-

the-line" expenses such as debt service (or at least less

than typical) and income taxes. This means a REIT may

produce a profit from the same cash flow that would have

allowed the traditional investor to merely break even, and

for which the traditional investor would probably have

paid less for the asset.

So long as the REIT can predict that a property—or more

often a portfolio as a whole—will produce the desired

cash flow then it becomes irrelevant to the REIT what the

market value of a particular property might be from the

perspective of the ordinary investor. The following dis-

claimer from a REIT prospectus is typical of the industry

approach to investing:

The company did not obtain appraisals of the fair

market value of any of the original properties or

related assets that the company will own immediately

after consummation of the Offering. The public offer-

ing price of the shares and the related underlying val-

uation of the company have been determined prima-

rily by capitalizing estimated cash flow of the compa-

ny available for distribution, the enterprise value of

the company as a going concern and other factors,

rather than through a property by property valuation

based upon historical cost or current market value.

This methodology has been used because manage-

ment believes it is appropriate to value the company

as an ongoing business, rather than with a view to

values that could be obtained from a liquidation of

the company or of individual properties owned by the

company.7

As discussed in detail below, it is also true that a REIT

acquisition team may employ different assumptions in

modeling potential returns than ordinary investors will. It

is this very belief on the part of REIT managers as buyers

of property that they can obtain efficiencies in operation—

regardless of whether they are correct in their belief—that

may make it more likely that the REIT will acquire its

properties at a premium.8 Another major concern to the

So long as the REIT can

predict that a property—or

more often a portfolio as a

whole—will produce the

desired 

cash flow then it becomes

irrelevant to the REIT

what the market value of a 

particular property might

be from the perspective of 

the ordinary investor.
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acquisition team, particularly when assembling a multi-

billion dollar portfolio purchase, is the passage of time.

The acquisition team may often operate within a much

larger corporation in which the concerns of other depart-

ments—such as the property tax director who must wran-

gle with the after-effects of a transaction—are of only

moderate concern at the time of purchase. More signifi-

cant is the goal of simply closing the deal—a mark of suc-

cess or potential failure for the acquisition team, which is

often characterized by a highly short-term outlook. The

net asset value of the portfolio as a whole may be impor-

tant, but haggling over individual property values rarely

occurs. If the deal can be closed while paying what some

might say was more than market value for an individual

asset, the overpayment is of little significance compared to

the costs of a failure to close the whole portfolio because

another player jumped in at the last minute while the first

was haggling.

The cost of an overpayment relative to net asset value may

also pale in contrast to the increased transaction costs,

such as accruing interest on a billion-dollar loan, that

would be incurred if the parties were to dicker over indi-

vidual asset values. In perspective, so long as the overall

price relative to the overall cash flow obtained makes

sense, the deal should go forward as quickly as possible.

With these concepts in mind, it quickly becomes apparent

that our goal of determining market value for ad valorem

taxation purposes may be a very different objective from

Detecting Intangible Asset Value

Figure 1
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what the typical REIT is aiming for when it purchases

property.

OPERATING EFFICIENCIES, SELF-MANAGEMENT, AND
TENANT SERVICES MAY INCREASE REIT INVESTMENT
VALUE

As noted, REITs may well purchase their properties in part

on the belief that greater returns will be generated simply

because of the REIT operation and the efficiencies the

company brings as an owner and operator of a large port-

folio of real estate.9 When analyzing a particular transac-

tion price to determine whether it contains some compo-

nent of intangible value paid by the REIT, one must con-

sider the operations of the particular REIT involved.

Often, itemized income and expense statements generated

for the property a year or more after purchase, particularly

as compared to operating statements from the previous

owner, can reveal operational changes due solely to REIT

ownership.

Other items of information will be available to the

appraiser through researching the particular REIT's busi-

ness operations, such as the particular types of ancillary

services the company may provide which may include

management, security, cleaning services, and other poten-

tial profit centers. Research may also reveal any economies

of scale that may be realized through centralized property

management and suppliers, in-house designers and plan-

ners, and other portfolio-oriented cost advantages.

For example, in the context of office or warehouse proper-

ties, a portfolio of 50 buildings in a single market may

require no more than two or three on-staff managers to

oversee operations. Because the REIT can be an owner-

operator (unlike, say, a pension fund owner), the REIT

saves money in the first instance by avoiding the costs and

fees associated with third-party management. Because

many properties are concentrated in one area, the REIT

further saves money through the economy of scale of a

handful of staff covering multiple buildings.

The total salary expense for this management staff will be

a small fraction of the fees that any other investor would

pay for a third-party management company to oversee 50

buildings, or sometimes just a single large property.

Depending on the type of properties in which the particu-

lar REIT specializes, this concentration of properties will

have a similar effect on all manner of supplies and costs

related to the operations of the real estate, such as insur-

ance, repair and maintenance items.

This added premium value for management services is

quantifiable, and often generates a greater "investment

value" for a given property to the REIT than the general

market value of the property. The hypothetical pro forma

comparison below (Figure 1) demonstrates how the value

of self-management can be isolated by adjusting only

Figure 2
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management fees to derive an estimate of a portion of the

intangible value that may be attributed to REIT-owner-

ship.

Additionally, the economy of sale principle lends itself to

the operation of the ancillary businesses that can be oper-

ated by the REIT mentioned above, all of which can turn

an ordinary property with a limited cash flow into one

with multiple profit centers not available to the ordinary

investor. Such services may include a wide variety of items

such as security, trash collection, providing heat and light,

and cleaning services. Distilling the value of such profit

centers and the "intangible" value of a major sophisticated

management operation is not much different in method-

ology from that which is often employed in the valuation

of regional and superregional shopping centers. Rent dif-

ferentials and operating expense ratios among comparable

properties may be helpful indicators of the degree of addi-

tional value attributable to non-market factors. These

profit centers are considered in the REIT's determination

of its investment value in a given property or portfolio.

DIVERSITY EFFECTS ON THE PORTFOLIO VALUE OF
REAL PROPERTY

Generally a property valued in a portfolio is less risky than

the same property valued alone.10 By combining one prop-

erty with others the risk of the single asset is reduced, and

the portfolio effect is "the extent to which the variation in

return on a combination of assets (a 'portfolio') is less

than the sum of the variations of the individual assets."11

REITs are a classic example of portfolio owners.

Even in a single property this principle can be achieved

through lease term diversification: different termination

dates would even out the cash flow of the portfolio com-

pared with the cash flows of the individual properties.

Viewed as a whole, the portfolio owner's properties con-

tain a broad array of leases with differing terms.

We term this concept generally as "Diversity Effects,"

which may be further divided into two distinct types of

Diversity Effects: (1) the Regional Diversity Effect (RDE),

and (2) the Local Diversity Effect (LDE) (Figure 2).

REGIONAL DIVERSITY EFFECT

Aside from overall growth of income from a portfolio,

much of a REIT's core business strategy and objective is

focused on the moderation of overall risk to the company

and its total cash flow. A single-asset real estate investor

faces a relatively greater level of risk, even in the owner-

ship of a top-notch, fully-leased Class A building, when

compared with the overall level of risk experienced by an

investor who owns multiple properties, even if each of

those properties are less than ideal.

Figure 3
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By applying the RDE to their advantage, REITs typically

own multiple properties in several distinct markets

throughout the country, often owning properties thou-

sands of miles apart, as opposed to owning multiple prop-

erties in only one area. Where an entire region may expe-

rience an economic downturn, perhaps due to a major

local employer's decision to downsize, other portions of

the REIT's portfolio may be situated in regions that con-

tinue to experience growth. The overall risk and perform-

ance level of the portfolio may remain virtually

unchanged.

As a result of the RDE, the REIT may be able to employ a

risk tolerance that is atypical of most other players in the

particular real estate market. This is generally not a market

factor but rather a question of investment value for the

particular REIT, indicating that the purchase price is

unnaturally skewed.

LOCAL DIVERSITY EFFECT

The Local Diversity Effect (LDE) has at least two major

components, some of which has already been touched

upon here:

ECONOMIES OF SCALE

As discussed above, in any one market a REIT may own

many buildings of similar use within a relatively small

radius. One office REIT that we examined owns over 50

properties with a radius of about four to five miles of each

other. This high concentration of assets creates tremen-

dous economies of scale in the operation and oversight of

the real estate, as well as a significant impact on the local

portfolio's risk level. The subsequent addition of a full

office park or only one or two additional properties within

the local market may not require any significant addition

of staff to perform management functions. This local con-

centration of properties creates a variety of cost savings

advantages for the REIT over other property owners and it

also significantly reduces overall risk.

TENANT TRANSFERABILITY

The second major component of LDE is a reduction of

local risk to the portfolio, which is a direct result of Tenant

Transferability. In the example above in which an office

REIT owns more than 50 properties within a small geo-

graphic area, the REIT holds leases with some 200 office

and warehouse tenants renting space in blocks of any-

where from 500 square feet to 200,000 square feet.

Buildings fall within a broad range of Class C to Class A

space. Because of the close proximity of one building to

another (many are adjacent to or across the street from

others in the portfolio), the REIT has a major advantage

over the single-building owner, because the REIT's tenants

can be moved into other REIT-owned buildings as the

tenants' space needs change over time. This reduces the

overall vacancy rate of the portfolio, thereby reducing risk

Figure 4
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and maintaining cash flow, and is an attractive feature to

incoming tenants who may be attracted by—and pay

more for—the knowledge that they can be accommodated

as their needs change. Furthermore, the costs of a leasing

broker may often be omitted entirely or significantly

reduced.

A COMPARISON OF DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW (DCF)
FACTORS

It is important to

consider and con-

trast the way in

which REITs and

non-REITs may

formulate DCF

models (in those

cases in which

appraisals are pre-

pared).

Discounted cash

flow analysis is a

useful tool in the

income approach

because it makes

explicit the factors

and assumptions

that go into the

investment decision, whereas direct capitalization only

implies these factors. As a result, DCF can often provide a

revealing look at what an investor was thinking when it

determined that a particular property met its investment

criteria, would produce a desired return, and was worth

bidding a particular purchase price. We provide below just

a few points in which, in our experience, it appears that a

typical REIT DCF analysis might differ from that of the

non-REIT investor (Figure 3).

HOLDING PERIOD

REIT executives we interviewed indicate that REITs tend

to project longer holding periods for particular properties

than many other investors. The REIT is primarily interest-

ed in long-term cash flow rather than the return on sale. A

longer holding period means that a REIT has a greater

opportunity to meet its desired level of return while possi-

bly accepting less-than-stellar performance in the early

years of an investment. This type of approach would not

be apparent if the appraiser were to look only at the sale

price and first year's NOI. A long holding period also

tends to smooth out overall risk caused by real estate

cycles. For example, if an investor purchased a property in

1988 and held it for only five years, the investor would

have sold it near the bottom of the market in 1993. In

contrast, if an investor were to purchase the same property

on the same date, and hold it for 10 years, the investor

would have enjoyed the recovery of the market in the late

1990s, and owned a more valuable property in 1998 with

higher rents.

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN/DISCOUNT RATE

Anecdotal evidence indicates that REITs typically accept

an apparently lower internal rate of return on a given

investment for a given set of projected cash flows than

ordinary real estate investors. A lower discount rate for a

given set of cash flows will produce a higher initial invest-

ment, or purchase price. This appears to be acceptable to

the REIT again due to the REIT's ability to maximize the

profit potential of each below-the-line dollar in a way

most others cannot duplicate. There are at least two ways

in which the REIT accomplishes this:

� The REIT as a tax-favored entity: the REIT is a tax-
favored entity for federal tax purposes. The REIT's taxable

income is only taxed at the shareholder level, in contrast

to other corporations, and therefore a dollar of before tax

NOI carries greater value for a REIT than it would for an

ordinary owner. The REIT can meet or exceed returns

obtained by other property owners who might pay sub-

stantially less for the investment.

� The REIT enjoys a lower level of risk and favorable
position in the capital markets: as will be discussed below,

the level of risk enables many REITs to maintain a con-

comitantly lower debt level and cost of capital than typical

real estate investors, which means that more cash flow

accrues directly to the benefit of the REIT and its share-

holders.

FORECAST INCOME AND EXPENSES

As a result of the Local Diversity Effect that produces a

variety of economies of scale, discussed above, a REIT's

DCF for a given property will likely indicate lower costs

for many expense items than would be projected by non-

REIT investors, again allowing the REIT to offer a higher

price and still produce the desired return. Additionally,

with its typically dominant local market position, a given

The REIT is primarily

interested in long-term cash

flow rather than the return

on sale. A longer holding

period means that a REIT

has a greater opportunity to

meet its desired level of

return while possibly

accepting less-than-stellar

performance in the early

years of an investment. 
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REIT may be able to negotiate better rentals with tenants

and derive additional income from some of the potential

profit centers noted above, thus generating greater revenue

out of a property than the ordinary investor would obtain.

The average market participant will likely be more conser-

vative in its forecasts of future income and expenses.

GOING-OUT OR TERMINAL CAPITALIZATION RATE

The remaining DCF factor that is worthy of attention is

the terminal capitalization rate used by the REIT. This is

the capitalization rate the investor estimates for the sale of

the property at the end of the holding period. Because the

REIT will tend to hold its assets for a longer holding peri-

od, as discussed above, this is a more remote consideration

than the other DCF factors, but it nevertheless will impact

the REIT's return on investment and the price the REIT

will pay. With higher rents, lower expenses, and reduced

overall risk, to a certain extent the REIT will have set in

place the factors necessary to raise the terminal value of

the property.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND CAPITAL SOURCES IN REIT
TRANSACTIONS

In the 1990s, REITs had extreme flexibility in obtaining

new equity for acquisitions through stock offerings. Today,

REITs are often in stiff competition with other institution-

al purchasers and some of the ease with which REITs

raised capital is gone. Foreign investors today enjoy signif-

icant advantages in their access to low-cost capital.

However, REITs still enjoy significant advantages over

many other real estate investors in cost of capital, access to

capital markets, and capital structure. At least three issues

related to the sources and use of capital are relevant to our

discussion: (1) the cost of capital, (2) debt/equity level,

and (3) effects on risk (Figure 4).

As a general investment principle, so long as an investor

can access capital cheaper and on a less risky basis than

other investors, that investor will be able to spend more

while still achieving a desired return.

Like most publicly traded corporations, REITs access capi-

tal from a variety of sources not generally available to pri-

vate real estate investors. Today's REITs may obtain capital

from a combination of sources that may include commer-

cial lenders, pension funds that are willing to lend money

in a mortgage transaction, major lines of credit, and the

issuance of debt in the public markets. A REIT may typi-

cally buy and sell multiple properties in a single transac-

tion, perhaps accessing a billion or more dollars and,

depending on the credit of the REIT, enjoying preferred

terms in comparison to other investors. At times, when

REITs also enjoy a favorable reputation among stockhold-

ers, many REITs readily issue stock to raise large sums of

cash with few strings attached. The transaction costs that

REITs incur tend to be significantly lower than those

charged to non-REIT investors.

The cost of capital in such transactions is frequently meas-

ured against LIBOR,

with preferred borrow-

ers enjoying interest

rates closer to LIBOR

than other borrowers. As

compared with other

investors, large REITs

will in many cases bor-

row capital at 150 to 200

basis points below more

conventional real estate

borrowers.

Another difference in

the use of capital by

many REITs is the debt-

equity level in a REIT

transaction. Most conventional real estate loans today are

in the range of 70 percent of value. A REIT, in contrast,

will tend to borrow at the entity level rather than at the

property level. Consequently, debt is often kept well below

ordinary loan-to-value ratios, and the capital market and

credit rating agencies typically require most REITs to

operate at relatively low loan-to-value ratios. In addition

to lowering overall risk, the result is also lower debt service

payments that would reduce the below the line cash flow.

PURCHASES OFTEN INVOLVE MORE THAN JUST REAL
ESTATE

The foregoing concentrates on a variety of factors that

may affect the investment value of specific properties or

an entire portfolio to a REIT, primarily as that value

relates to the cash flow characteristics of those properties.

An entirely different factor that has historically been

found in many REIT purchases is the value paid for items

having virtually no direct relationship to the real estate at

all.

Currently, mergers and acquisitions involving REITs seem

to have diminished from the levels seen in the late 1990s,

As a general investment

principle, so long as an

investor can access

capital cheaper and on

a less risky basis than

other investors, that

investor will be able to

spend more while still

achieving a desired

return.
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with the exception of several sectors. However, when these

transactions do occur, the acquiring REIT typically pays a

lump sum to obtain the entire business operations and

assets of the acquired real estate company. In short, the

REIT is buying the assets of another REIT, and along with

those assets are many intangibles typically associated with

any large corporation.

The acquirer inherits

many of the general

and administrative

expenses of the

acquired company

with the hope of a

successful integration

and resulting

economies of scale.

The amount paid

often includes tens of

millions of dollars

relating to the imme-

diate vesting of stock

options, changing of

control, payments

under employment

contracts, refinancing

of debt, fees for invest-

ment bankers, audi-

tors, attorneys, and a

host of other major transaction costs that may be buried

within a multi-billion dollar deal. If, as is frequently the

case, the total purchase price of the transaction is simply

allocated among the buildings comprising the acquired

portfolio based upon square footage, it is apparent such

an allocated purchase price will not be equivalent to the

market value of the individual properties; the stated price

is composed of a significant amount of non-realty value.

This is perhaps one of the most straightforward examples

capitalized economic profit forming a portion of the pur-

chase price. In examining a particular sale for property tax

assessment purposes, one must thoroughly investigate the

circumstances of the sale before concluding that the sale is

equivalent to market value. Where an acquisition of

another company has occurred, the purchase is not neces-

sarily viewed as simply the acquisition of real estate, but

rather an ongoing business.

When reviewing a reported sale to a REIT, particularly

where it is known that the sale involved a merger or acqui-

sition, a good place to start—what may also be referred to

as a "sanity check"—is to compute the direct capitalization

rate of the transaction. While there are many genuine real-

ty-related factors that might skew this rate (such as a large

vacancy that is anticipated to be absorbed quickly), an

extraordinarily low first-year capitalization rate is often

the first indication that the purchase money went to more

than just the real estate value.

While REITs may often pay institutional investor capital-

ization rates for many of the reasons discussed earlier in

this article, there is a point at which the indicated rate

becomes so extraordinarily low that it cannot be consid-

ered indicative of the real estate market, at least not an

indication of what ordinary local investors are paying in a

particular market.

CONCLUSION

Though the REIT industry has changed, adapted, and

matured in recent years with general economic trends,

REITs continue to attract attention among property tax

practitioners and to play a dominant role in many real

estate markets. In some jurisdictions in which property

tax appeals may remain unresolved for many years at a

time, such as New York, REIT purchases made in the late

1990s are still directly at issue. Moreover, REITs remain

distinguished from many other, more traditional real

estate investors in their approach to buying and operating

real estate. As such, the investment value of a given prop-

erty to a REIT may or may not be the same as for an ordi-

nary investor and consequently may not always equate to

market value. It should be apparent that these transactions

often require far greater analysis and investigation than

those involving more "ordinary" investors. The analyst

must inspect and understand the pro forma in far greater

depth than with other transactions, research the character-

istics of the REIT purchaser as a company, including the

size, scope, and geographical location of its portfolio, its

capital sources, and its general risk characteristics, among

many other factors. One must also investigate thoroughly

the components of the transaction itself to determine

whether the REIT has paid for intangible and other assets

of another business that are incorporated into the pur-

chase price but which may have nothing to do with the

underlying real estate for tax assessment purposes.
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